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Hierarchically Low Rank and 
Kronecker Methods
What I will be talking about today
1. Fast multipole methods













locally connected fully connected
grouping based on connectivity grouping based on proximity
Hierarchical N-body methods
Particles interact with each other 
Stars, Galaxies, Atoms, etc. 
Computational cost 
Direct sum - O(N2) 
Treecode - O(NlogN) 







|xi   xj |
1. Sum all charges
2. Calculate effect of center source on center target







































|xi   xj |
ui0 =
qj0







|xi   xj |
source target
step 1 step 5
step 3
step 2 step 4



















|xi   xj |
source target
step 1 step 5
step 3
step 2 step 4



























|xi   xj |
























qj ui = ui0












xij = xii0 + xi0j0 + xj0j





































































































xj00j = xj00j0 + xj0j





























































































































































































































































Replace dense linear algebra
O(N3) O(kaN logb N)
Hierarchical off-diagonal blocks




Augment sparse linear algebra
Sparse direct solvers
Schur complement (frontal matrix) is dense but numerically low-rank
Iterative solvers
Use small rank to precondition
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→Close nodes are usually
connected, so minimizing
　rank will minimize fill-in
How much to divide？
Subdividing the block
will decrease the rank






ACA is fast but unreliable
RSVD is reliable but slow
Many small RSVDs
must be accelerated
→TSQR on Tensor Cores
These methods run efficiently on modern architectures
Batch of many small dense matrices
Low-rank approximation needs low arithmetic precision
4
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List of implementations
Method Developer url
AHMED H-matrix M. Bebendorf https://github.com/xantares/ahmed
ASKIT FMM C. D. Yu http://padas.ices.utexas.edu/libaskit
DMHM H-matrix J. Poulson https://bitbucket.org/poulson/dmhm/src/default/
GOFMM H2-matrix C. D. Yu https://github.com/ChenhanYu/hmlp
H2Lib H2-matrix S. Börm https://github.com/H2Lib/H2Lib
H2Tools H2-matrix A. Mikhalev https://bitbucket.org/muxas/h2tools
HACApK H-matrix A. Ida https://github.com/HLRA-JHPCN/HACApK-MAGMA
HiCMA H-matrix H. Ltaief https://github.com/ecrc/hicma
HLib H-matrix L. Grasydyck http://www.hlib.org
HLibPro H-matrix R. Kriemann http://www.hlibpro.com
hmglib H-matrix P. Zaspel https://github.com/zaspel/hmglib
HODLR HODLR A. Aminfar https://github.com/amiraa127/Dense_HODLR
HSS HSS J. Xia http://www.math.purdue.edu/~xiaj/
LoRaSp H2-matrix H. Pouransari https://bitbucket.org/hadip/lorasp
MUMPS-BLR BLR P. R. Amestoy http://mumps.enseeiht.fr
STURMPACK HSS P. Ghysels http://portal.nersc.gov/project/sparse/strumpack
https://github.com/gchavez2/awesome_hierarchical_matrices













































David Keyes’ lecture 2
Gustafson, William H. (1984), "A note on matrix inversion", Linear Algebra and Its Applications, 57: 71–73, doi:10.1016/0024-3795(84)90177-0








David Keyes’ lecture 2
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nullity
truncation threshold singular values










Each edge is a dimension
everything is close but
dimensions are embedded

















of piecewise linear transformations









and you get something
complex
Stack them up
and you get something
complex









Loss per data sample





































I’m intentionally forgetting vector notation to
decouple calculus from linear algebra in this slide
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• Variance of gradients
• Sharpness
• PAC-Baysian

















































1 Loss per data sample


















































































































































































































































































































ImageNet-1k, ResNet-50Distributed K-FAC (K. Osawa et el., CVPR2019, TPAMI)
Summary
• The structure of matrices depend on the underlying geometry
• Sparsity is related to connectivity, where as rank is related to proximity
• FMM is a matrix-free mat-vac of a hierarchical low-rank matrix
• Using the matrix form is useful for multiple right hand sides and factorization
• Nesting of bases and admissibility distinguishes the various hierarchical formats
• FMM and hierarchical matrices both rely on geometric separation
• Everything is close in high dimensions but dimensions may also have structure
• Embedding of dimensions leads to Kronecker structure
• Exploiting this structure is useful for very high-dimension problems
Thank you
